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Abstract 

This report is based on the experiences from the classes during my internsh ip and my 

focus is on the ESL methodology and the techn iq ues. I tried to relate the theories and 

knowledge from the courses of various ES L and EL T courses to my real life classroom 

experiences. Also, this paper includes some suggestions and recommendations fo r a few 

problems which I have observed and faced during the internshi p. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

" Popular methodology includes ideas at all the various levels, and it is these 

methods, procedures, approaches(and models) which infl uence the current state of 

Engli sh language teaching," (Harmer, 200 I, p.79). In order for an approach to be 

translated into a method, an instructional system must be designed considering the 

objectives of the teaching- learning process that is how the tasks will be designed and 

how it will be performed by the learners and its effectiveness- these are all concern of the 

teachers (Harmer, 200 I, chap.3) . So for a teacher, methods and techniques are very 

important in order to be ab le to teach well. Also, teachers have to be aware of the socio

psychological variab les of the learners as it has an effect on the language learn ing 

process. In addi ti on, fo r teachers, it is very important to identi fy the pro fi ciency leve ls of 

the learners so that they can assign suitable tasks to the learners. " [ . . . ] In teaching 

situat ions in general, in the language classroom, the dominating presence o f th is teacher

contro lled pattern is widely which is as representing a serious challenge to teachers and 

teacher educators in the context of communicative language teaching"(Keith Richards, 

2007, p.2). 

From my experiences in a real classroom during my internsh ip, I th ink, Direct 

Method and Communicative Language Teaching (CL T) are very suitable to teach 

learners English as L2 or foreign language in my context. As my main aim was to enable · 

the learners to achieve communicati ve competence, I thi nk in spite of a few drawbacks, 

these two methods are quite appropriate for our ESL learners. Also it is very su itable for 
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those learners who are learni ng English as a foreign language. However, the effectiveness 

of these two methods not only depend on the teacher's choice of tasks, lessons and 

teaching style, but also on learners' background, age, social status, cultural background , 

profic iency level as well. 

I completed my Internship from UCEP (U nderpri vi leged Children 's Education 

Program) which is in Nayatola, Maghbazar. I started my internship on May 3,d, 20 10 and 

finished on July 25th
, 20 I O. [ was appo inted there as an intern teacher and I taught a 

section of class six regul arl y and taught a few some more classes o f various grades. This 

schoo l did not fo llow the regular curriculum of Bangia medium schools. They modifi ed 

the regul ar syll abus of the text book recommended by the govern ment. The learners of 

the schoo l are from s lums and very poor famil y background . So, the fi rst challenge for 

me was to decide on the appropriate methods, procedures and techn iques for them. While 

observing a few classes, I fo und, almost all the Engli sh teachers fo ll owed Grammar

Translation Method without even knowing that they did . I d id not prefer thi s method at 

all , because GTM onl y focuses on how to read and understand the text rather than to 

communicate wi th others by using the target language. If the teachers used th is method in 

the class, learners of the target language could not learn the language appro priately. Apart 

from that, teachers fo llowed onl y the text book; there was no extra or authentic materi als 

were used. And in a language class, using materia ls from the rea l life context, known as 

authentic materi als are im portant because students learn more eas ily when we use 

example from the real life situation. So, the teaching-learn ing process remained faul ty. 

As Richards and N unan(l990) sa id, " in second language teach ing, teacher education 

programs typically include a knowledge base, drawn fro m linguistics and language 
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learning theory, and a practical component, based on language teach ing methodology and 

opportunity for practice teaching," (p .3). However in UCEP, the scenario was different. 

Though the language teachers were very helpful and qual ified, the mai n problem lies in 

the methods and techniques they used to teach Engli sh language as their L2. Except for a 

few teachers, most of them followed the GT method to teach the class and I think this is 

the main problem for the learner which always creates an obstacle in their learning 

process. As we know, GTN only focuses on the reading and writi ng skill s of the target 

language rather than how to use that. And, I think, thi s is because o f the lack of the 

knowledge of how to teach a fore ign language as L2. 

In my report, I will discuss the methods and techn iques that I used in the classes 

during my internship. Apart from those methods, I will explain how I implemented the 

theories and techn iques in the real life classroom situations. In my report, I tried to relate 

my theoretical knowledge of SLA and EL T Methodology to my experience as a 

practitioner. Though I always prefer CL T and Direct method for teaching any foreign 

language or L2, I also used many techn iques of GT method as it was necessary in my 

context of teaching. So, mostly I will focus on Communicative Language Teaching 

(CL T), Grammar-Translation Method (GTM) and Direct Method (OM) and some other 

techniques of other methods as well. The methods and approaches that I incorporated into 

my teaching are-

~ Grammar-Trans lation Method(GTM) 

~ Direct Method(DM) 

~ Communicative Language Teaching(CL T) 



~ Total Physical Response(TPR) 

~ Task Based Learning (TBL) etc. 

4 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

For an ESL teacher, using a context friendl y method is very important since an 

establi shed method might not work in his or her context. While teach ing in the classroom, 

a teacher may not stick to just one method, as he/she has to tackle various chall enges 

whi le teaching which call for an eclectic or mi xed method of teach ing. For a fore ign or 

second language, there are many types of approaches, methods and techniques which 

become popular in various contexts of teaching. Despite such popular models, an ESL 

teacher is always expected to come up with a suitable blend of various methods to cater 

to different language needs of the students. The literature review will d iscuss a selection 

of ESL methods that, as an intern teacher I used to teach my students. And, to some 

extent, I had the opportunity to observe how much useful and re liable these techniques 

are in a country like Bangladesh. 

2.1 Principa l M ethods which I have used in Real Classroom Situatio n: 

(i) Grammar Translation Method: 

"Grammar Translat ion is a way o f study ing a language that approaches the 

language fi rst through detai led analysi s of its gram mar rules, fo ll owed by application of 

this knowledge to the task of translating sentences and texts into and out of the target 

language," (Richards and Rogers, 200 I , p.5). The Grammar- Trans lati on Method or 

classical method emerged when people of the western world wanted to learn a "foreign" 

or non-native language, e.g. Latin and Greek. The main focus of the method was on the 
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grammatical rules, memorization of vocabul ary and the trans lations of texts . " Its primary 

purpose was to enable students to 'explore the depths of great literature," (Omaggio, 

1986, p.54). So, GTM only focuses on grammar and how to read and write the target 

language more appropriately. There are some basic principles of Grammar Translation 

Method, for instance: 

o In GT method, both teachers and learners are allowed to use their L I in the 

classroom. Th is is total opposite to Direct Method. Direct Method has one bas ic 

ru le that students and teachers can not use their native language in the classroom. 

Sometimes, teachers of GT method use L I to make the students understand a 

given point. 

o "Reading and writing are the major focus; little or no systematic attention is paid 

to speaking or li stening," (Richards and Rodgers, 200 I, p.6). This is because, the 

followers ofGT method beli eved that by foc using on reading and wri ting skill s of 

the target language because GTM aimed at anal yzing the target language and 

mak ing the students intellectuall y superior. Communicati on was not the goa l. 

They never focused on how to communicate with each other by using the target 

language; rather the preference was to learn how to read and write the language 

flawlessly. It is because, "a fundamental pu rpose of learni ng a fo reign language is 

to able to read li terature written in the target language," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, 

p. 17) according to the be li evers ofGTM. 

o "Grammar is taught deducti vely," (Richards and Rodgers, 2001, p.6) in GT 

method. It means that the teachers at fi rst explains or gives lectures about any 

grammatical rules and then give examples to the students. "All ru les [are] learned 
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wi th their exceptions and irregularities explained In grammatical terms," 

(Omaggio, 1986, p.SS). 

o As we know, GTM allows the use of the L I in the classroom, therefore, "[ltJ is 

the medium of instruction," (Richards and Rodgers, 200 I, p.6) in the classroom. 

"The goal of instruction [i sJ to convert LI into L2, and vise versa, using a 

dictionary if necessary," (Omaggio, 1986, p.SS). So, in most cases, L I is use to 

explain new items to the students by the teacher. 

(iiJ Direct Method: 

About Direct method, Diane Larsen-Freeman said, "teachers who use the Direct 

Method intend that students learn how to comm unicate in the target language. In order to 

do this successfull y, students should learn how to think in the target language," (Larsen

Freeman, 2004, p. 28). Direct Method is also known as natural method. It is natural in the 

sense that in this method, learners are forced to learn as the ch ildren learn their L I from 

the envi ronment. "The methodology [isJ based essenti ally on the way children learn their 

native language: language is learned through the direct association of words and phrases 

with objects and actions, without the use of the native language as the intervening 

variable," (Omaggio, 1986, p.S7). Direct Method came out of Reform Movement, when 

GTM proved to be ineffective. OM took over emphasizing the communicati ve ski ll s of a 

language. There are some few basic features of Direct Method. They are--
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o Direct Method was developed as a response to the Grammar-Translati on Method, 

GTM is used by most of the teachers in many countries, like Bangladesh. So, 

learners can not communicate in the target language properly. Direct Method 

requires that learners get immersed in the target language in the same way as 

he/she does in the first language. "Students should learn to think in the target 

language as soon as possible," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, p. 27). And because of 

that, learners can not use L I in the class. 

o Vocabulary is al so very important as Larsen-Freeman suggest, "vocabulary is 

acquired more naturally if students use it in full sentences, rather than memori zing 

word li st," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, p. 27). The believers of Direct Method spouse 

the method because, " from the beginning of instruction, students hear complete 

and meaningful sentences in simple di scourse, which often takes the form of 

question-answer exchanges," (Omaggio, 1986, p.58). Learners can learn how to 

use the target language more naturally. 

o All teaching is done in the target language and grammar is taught inductively. In 

Direct Method, the teachers teach the grammar with examples. So, the learners 

can understand the rules. In th is method, teacher's goal is to he lp the students to 

learn how to communicate in the target language, as Larsen-Freeman said, "the 

purpose of language learning is commun ication (therefore students need to learn 

how to ask questions as well as answer)," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, p.27). 

o There is a focus on speaking and li stening, and only useful 'everyday' language is 

taught. Though thi s method has a few drawbacks, learners can use the target 

language more frequently if the teachers can use these methods properl y. 
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"Eventually, when students have learned enough language, lessons, move on to 

include common situations and settings," (Omaggio, 1986, p.57). 

o Also, the pronunciation of the target language is very important here as Larsen

Freeman have suggested that teacher should, "[ .. . ] work on the [pronunciation] 

ri ght form the beginning of language instructions," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, p.27). 

"Correct pronunciation is an important consideration in th is approach, and 

emphasis is placed upon the development of accurate pronunc iation from the 

beginning of instruction," (Omaggio, 1986, p.58) . 

(iii) Communicative Language Teaching (CLT): 

"[ .. . ] The most pervasive changes to teach ing practice over the last twenty years 

are those that can be described as Communicative Language Teach ing(CL T)," (Nunan, 

1999, p.9). According to Diane Larsen-Freeman, "The goal [ofCL T] is to enable students 

to communicate in the target language. To do this students need knowledge of the 

linguistic forms, meanings and functions," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, p. 128). In the book 

The Practice of English Language Teaching, Jeremy Harmer sa id, "The 'what to teach ' 

aspect of the Communicati ve Approach stressed the sign ifi cance of language fu nctions 

rather than focusing so lely on grammar and vocabulary," (Harmer, 200 I, p. 84). So, CL T 

basically believes in the learner's abil ity to use the target language properly rather than 

rote memorization of the set of grammatical rules of the target language. The believers of 

CL T think that, if different learners have different learning styles, than "there ought to be 

different types of syllabi for different learners," (Nunan, 1999, p.1 0) and therefore CL T 
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develops "needs-based courses" and different "tools and techniques" (Nunan, 1999) for 

learners. CL T has some a few features or principles, for example: 

o Learners have to use the target language in the class to communicate with the 

teacher and the fellow. Therefore Larsen- Freeman said, "The target language is a 

vehicle for classroom communication, not just the object of study," (Larsen

Freeman, 2004, p. 125). 

o The activities of CL T usually engage the learners, " in real or reali stic 

communication, where the accuracy of the language they use is less important 

than successful achievement of the communicative task they are performing," 

(Harmer, 200 I, p. 85). For instance, ' role play' is a very popular acti vity in CL T 

where the learners have to play an assigned role. 

o In CL T, teachers playa vital role as they shoul d be very encouraging, to lerant 

and motivating towards the students. "Errors are tolerated and seen as a natural 

outcome of the development of communication ski ll," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, 

p.125). Teachers have to be very cautious about correcti ng such errors. 

Sometimes over-correcti ons demoti vate the learners which ham pers the learning 

process and because of that, teachers have to be very aware in such matter 

(Larsen-Freeman, 2004). 

o As the main target ofCLT is to make the learners communicatively competent in 

usi ng the target language, sometimes the teacher of CL T plays the ro le of a 

' prompter' who he lps the students by providing information whenever they get 

lost while do ing a rea li stic task (Jeremy Harmer). Also, "the teacher acts as a 
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faci litator in setting up communicative activities and as an ad visor during the 

activities," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, p. 127). 

o CL T has given equal emphasis on all the fou r skills of language learning, where 

most of the time the speaking and listening skill s are ignored by methods like, 

GTM. So, in the language learn ing process, students are encouraged to acq uire 

every skill to use the language more communicatively through subski ll s. One 

suggestion is given by John Field for the listening skill , where he sa id , " [ . . . ] 

there are a number of strategic techn iques which can indeed be practiced 

individually, using the kinds of micro-li stening approach proposed for subskills," 

(Fie ld, 1997. p.8). These strategic techniques are: by using in format ion of the 

subject, learners can easil y guess what they will listen to ; from the key words of 

the text, learners can write the summary of the li stening text. While li stening to a 

text, they have to be aware of the stresses and intonations used in the dialogues; 

using signs or indications of the text; and using how to understand the unfamiliar 

words by listening it (John Field, 1997). 

o "Li nguistic variation is a central concept In materials and methodology," 

(Richards and Rogers, 200 I, p.IS7); therefore, choosing material s which is 

appropriate for the learners taking into account their cultural background, age, 

interest - are very important for successful teaching-learn ing process. "Publ ishers 

sometimes neglect matters of cu ltural appropriacy; they fail to recognize the 

likely restrictions operative in most teaching situations; and they are not always 

aware of the pedagogical im plications of current theory and research in 

lingu istics and language learn ing," (Sheldon, 1988, p.3). Lots of textbooks and 
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language course books do not use not reali sti c, full-sentence dialogues and 

conversati ons, in sp ite of the explanations presented of the shortened feature of 

authentic verbal communications (Sheldon, 1988). So, as a teacher, one has to 

adapt the materi als and textbook (if needed) to ensure that the learners would 

understand and find interest to complete the acti vity from the material. 

Apart from these three mostl y used methods, I dec ided a few other methods based 

on my teaching context and they were, for instance, Audiolingual Method, Total Physical 

Response (TPR), Task-based Learning and so on . Among these methods, the non-nat ive 

English language teachers' use but GTM and only a few of them use most of CL T to 

teach English to our learners. Although, every method had some drawbacks, these 

methods are mostly used in classrooms worldwide. However, only a fe w of them were 

mostly used in teachi ng in various classes which I would like to di scuss here briefl y, for 

instance: 

2.2 Other Methods which I have used in Real Classroom Situation: 

(i) A udiolitlgual Method (ALM) : 

This method is dependent on mImIcry, memorization of set phrases, and 

overlearning where a new material is presented in di alog form (Richards and Rodgers, 

200 I, chap. 4). In ALM, "frequency of perfo rmance is observed across vary ing 
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conditions; form is presented at the point of an induced need as part of instruction; 

generalized performance withi n target conditions is carefully arranged, and probes for 

their occurrence are made"(Castagnaro, 2006, p.4). In ALM, the phonological and 

grammatical systems of the language constitute the organization of language and by 

implication the units o f producti on and comprehension (Richards and Rodgers, 200 I, 

chap.4). There are a few basic features of ALM, they are-

o "Language is acquired through the overlearn ing of its patterns," (Omaggio, 1986, 

p.60). It means that, structura l models or ru les in ALM are taught using repetitive 

dri lls. "All native languages are learned orall y befo re reading ever occurs," 

(Omaggio, 1986, p.58). So, the L2 or foreign language learned in such order, 

li stening, speaking, read ing and writing (Omaggio, 1986). 

o Also, structures of languages are ordered by sequences and taugh t one at a time. 

o For the learners, there is little or sometimes no explanations of various 

grammatical items are given. Grammar is regularly taught using the inductive way 

rather than the deductive one (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, chap.4). 

o The vocabulary of the target language is strictly limited and learned with in the 

context of the text. In the book, Techniques and Principles in Language Teaching, 

Diane Larsen-Freeman says, "The major objecti ve of language teaching should be 

for students to acqu ire the structural patterns; students will learn vocabulary 

afterwards," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, p.44). 

o Most of the ti me, the materials used for ALM are basically various tapes and 

visual aids . 
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o "The major focus of study is phonology and morphology," (Omaggio, 1986, 

p.60). Therefore, the pronunciation is one of the main concentrations in ALm and 

teachers are really strict about this . 

o About the role of the teacher in ALM, Larsen-Freeman (2004) says in her book 

Techniques and Principles in Language Teaching, "The teacher is li ke an 

orchestra leader, directing and controlling the language behavior of her students," 

(Larsen-Freeman, 2004, p. 45) . The teacher is as well responsible for providing 

hi s/her learners with form for imitation. Learners are imitators o f the teacher's 

form or the materials or tapes s/he provides as model speakers fo r the target 

language. Students follow the teacher' s instructions and react as precisely and as 

qu ickl y as possible," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, Chap.4). 

(i i) Total Physical Response (TPR): 

Total Physical Response is based on the way children learn their first language in 

their childhood though listening input (Omaggio, 1986). "[ . . . ] It is based on the belief 

that skills can be more rapid ly assim ilated if the teacher appeals to the students' 

kinesthetic-sensory system," (Omaggio, 1986, p.72). Though the inventor of this method 

James Asher bel ieved that TPR can be used for teaching L2 by incorporating it with other 

methods, and many critics also agreed with that, it can be used as a management tool with 

chi ldren learning Engli sh as a Second and Foreign Language (Richards and Rodgers, 

200 I, chap.S) . This approach is useful for students at different stages of language and 

literacy acqui sition in different ages. This method is based on the phys ica l responses. 
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Learners hear some instructions from their teachers and the carry out the orders or 

instructions. According to Harmer, " thi s kind of teaching may only be appropriate for 

beginner learners and question how TPR ties in with any real -world needs. Asher himself 

says it should be included together with other methods," (Harmer, 2001, p.90). 

(iii) Task-Based Learning or Task-Based Language Teaching: 

"Task-Based Language Teaching (TBL T) refers to an approach based on the use 

of tasks as the core un it of planning and instruction in language teaching," (Richards and 

Rodgers, 200 I, chap. 18). In other words, a task is an activity where the target language 

is used by the learner for a comm unicative purpose or goal in order to achieve an 

outcome. So, "Task-based tests require candidates to perform an activity which simulates 

performances they will have to engage in outside the test situation," (Robinson, 2007, 

p. I). Also, it is known as the post CLT method as it has several principles of CLT. 

Richards and Rogers ' s (200 I) in his book Approaches and Methods in Language 

Teaching (p.223) di scussed the usefulness of Task Based Learning and they are:-

~ Activities that involve rea l communication are essential for language learning. 

~ Activ ities in which language is used for carrying out meaningful tasks promote 

learn ing. 

~ Language that is meaningful to the learner supports the learn ing process. 
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Accord ing to Jeremy Harmer, in task-based learning, "students are given a task to 

perform and only when the task has been completed [ .. . ] the teache r discuss the language 

that was used, making corrections and adjustments which the students' performance of 

the task has shown to be desirable," (Harmer, 200 I, p.87). 

So, these are some methods, which were explained by various li ngui sts and have 

great and effective roles in the teach ing-learning process of any fore ign language or 

second language. 
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Chapter 3: Implementation of the Theories into Practice 

I completed my Internship in UCEP (Underprivi leged Children ' s Education 

Program) where I was appointed as an intern teacher and I taught a section of class six 

regularly. This school did not follow the regular curriculum of other Bangia medium 

schools of our country. It had a different sy llabus, though the teachers follow the text 

books of Bangladesh Textbook Board. Although, the school did not have as many 

facilities as other schools had , it has already earned a reputat ion as a good institution in 

2009. The school was chosen to be the best institution for vocationa l training. This school 

provides free education for the poor and working children a ll over the country. I would 

like to discuss the methods that I used in various classes to teach English and comment 

on effectiveness of them. While teaching in the various classes, I found that the teachers 

of thi s school foll ow many techniques of the well -known methods without knowing 

them . 

3.1 : 1" Week 

Thi s was my first experience as a school teacher, and because of that I observed 

few classes in the fi rst week. Most of the teachers used Grammar Translation Method and 

the only material used is the text book 'Engli sh for Today '. Thi s was the book written by 

the textbook board with a view to developing a basic knowledge in English. Though the 

book had the potentials to be used in a communicative fashion, most of the teachers did 

not know about CL T, and as a result, they had no other method in hand except for the 
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Grammar Translation Method to teach the students, whereas, some teachers, who had 

special training CL T, followed the communicative approach and thi s trai ning is under the 

project of " English in Action". While observing classes, I fo und that the learners were 

more active and interested in participating in the class when those trai ned teachers used 

spec ific techniques and materials, for example- as opposed to GTM, CL T gives emphasis 

on interactions between the teacher and the students, and the trained teachers encouraged 

students to talk more and more in class . Students also participated free ly and because of 

that the class became very interactive. Besides the GTM and CL T, there was little use of 

the Audiolingual Method. Learners were taught through single-slot substitution drill. For 

instance- in class one, vocabu lary items were taught by ALM . The teacher said a 

sentence- 'The fox is in the box,' and students repeat that after him and again the teacher 

changed the word 'fox' and said 'ox ' and students repeated after him. While observing 

class one, I found that this method was liked by the students as they all were 

participating. Also, when the teacher asked them fo r another similar sounding word, they 

cou ld easily came up with various examples. For example- the teacher said a word ' Box ' 

and asked for another word which sounds similar and some students said 'Fox' and 'Ox' 

etc. Basically the teacher asked for those words which had similar ending. 

In the primary section, especially in class one, the techniques of CLT that were 

used to teach were really effective, as the teacher had training on ESL methods. He/she 

used many materials, like flash cards, songs, recorded rhymes, pictures and posters etc. to 

grab learners ' attention. Teacher also told the students to draw something related to their 

topic, for example- while teaching vocabulary, he asked the students to draw their 

favor ite fruit on their copy books which made learning more fun. Also, in this class, there 
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are board drawings and lots of listening activities. There were some recorded materials 

for the class which are really effective. These li stening materials were mainly recorded 

speeches, dialogues or monologues based on the text book. In a few other classes, (class 

four and five), some teachers used such listening materials as well . So, in class one, all 

the four ski lls of the language, such as- reading, writing, listening, speaking were taught 

equally. And as the teachers had special train ing on ESL methods, they could follow CL T 

and created a congenial learning atmosphere for the young learners, where they learned 

how to use the target language more easily . 

3.2: 2nd Week 

I taught one section of class six regularly and my teaching experience for the last 

two weeks was quite good, but I expected them to be more proficient, as they were 

students of class six . Some of the students were really good, and they needed some more 

attention and help to be more proficient in using the target language. Also, I had to switch 

to Bangia frequentl y in the class because when I talked in English, students had problems 

understanding me. So, once I gave an instruction in English, later I had to translate that in 

to Bangia. For the first two weeks, I used only' English fo r Today' and followed the 

academic syllabus. While teach ing a class, I could not use the target language and follow 

the techniques of CL T. For instance, I had to cover (help them to understand) a short 

story from ' English For Today' in the class and had to complete the exercises, I did not 

have any chance to use any additional materials because the principal d id not allow me to 

do so. All I had to do was to complete the tasks, in most of the cases; it was short 
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question and answers. This particular problem occurred because the other fu ll time 

teachers suggested me to do that. So I could not follow any specific method to teach them 

the target language. But I tried to use the target language as much as possible in the class. 

In the fi rst two weeks, I taught class three, six, seven and eight. And in all the 

classes, I observed a few common practices and faced the same problems, for example

inadequate class timing, a set syllabus for the classes and lack of authentic materials; 

problems in pronunciations, and memorizing the question/answers and using L I in class 

etc . 

3.3: 3'd Week 

I spent 3 weeks of my internship in UCEP School and each day I had to face 

different challenges. In the 3'd week, in one section of class fo ur, I gave a weekly test out 

of ten. The course teacher gave me the question paper and I had to monitor them and 

check the test copies. Duration of the test was 45 minutes. Students performed very well 

on the test. The most positive aspect of it was that they did not copy fro m each other and 

did not consult with their fri ends. I checked their copies and most of the students did 

well. The test is on vocabulary, sentence making and c10ze tests. The questions were 

related to their syll abus and students had to write the meani ngs of the words in BangIa, 

wgich is a basic technique of GTM. Their performance was really satisfactory and I gave 

them corrective feedbacks on their copies. As most of the teachers used Grammar 

Translation Method, students were allowed to write the meanings of words in their L I . 

But, as I observer, I found out, it was not a right technique for learn ing vocabulary. If the 
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students learn the meaning of the new words in the L I, they can not use that knowledge 

whi le communicating in the target language properly as most of the learners memorized 

the mean ing of the Engli sh word . Vocabulary was also very important as Larsen-Freeman 

suggested, "vocabulary is acquired more naturally if students use it in full sentences, 

rather than memorizing word li st," (Larsen-Freeman, 2004, p.27) and that is why, CL T 

gives emphas is on acquiring the vocabulary rather memori zing them. So, rather by 

memorizing the meaning in Ll , the teachers could give some tasks related with 

vocabulary. Also, students can use those words in other sentences, as they had use those 

words in make sentences question and also they understand the meanings of the words as 

they fi ll the blanks correctly. I was quite sati sfied with their performance, but if the 

teacher provided the same word meanings in English, it could be more effective for them. 

Also, I have observed some common problems while teaching. In almost all the classes I 

had faced those problems. The most common problem was that some students did not 

want to take part in the class or did not want to complete the acti vities properly. 

Sometimes they kept the activ ities incomplete . I noticed that thi s problem onl y happened 

with the weak students in the class. Someti mes students were very enth usiastic to 

participate in the activities but on the other hand , they were very reluctant to do the tasks 

at times. But there were some students who did not want to do home work, or take part in 

the class or do the activities, no matter what the lesson is or how interesting the lessons 

is. For example, in the secti on that I taught regularl y, there are fo ur or fi ve students, who 

are not interested in participating in the class, or submitting homework at all. I had to 

keep an eye on those students so that they can not skip the acti vities or home work. Also, 

I always asked them questions in the class to check how we ll they understood. As the 
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foc us of my paper was on the methods that are used in the class to teach the students, I 

think, problems of both learning and teaching are very im portant to sort out. I thought if I 

gave some extra home work to these weak students and checked their improvement 

regularl y; it would be quite helpful for them. As the class time was not sufficient for 

paying equal attention to everyone, sometimes I had to check their understanding about 

the lesson individually after class. Doing that was very helpful for them. 

3.4: 4'h Week 

In the 4"' week, I observed a section of class five, where the teacher gave a 

weekly test. As the test was quite short, she gave the students corrective feed backs after 

the test which was an important technique of CL T. Mainly, the last half o f the class time 

was on the corrective feedbacks of the test. She used lots of gestures and gave hints 

which reduced Teacher's Talk, and gave chance to the students to speak up. As questi ons 

were based upon their previous lesson which was a short story, most of the students had 

done quite well , but there were some common mistakes and the teacher so lved that in a 

different manner, as she did not give the correct answer d irectly, rather she made the 

students speak and correct their answers by themselves. Also, there was peer feedback 

and individ ual correction, and finally, the teacher checked the copies for the final 

correction. As, these are all important techniques of CL T, from my view, it was very 

effective and helpful for the students, because I observed some other classes, where the 

corrective feedbacks were given in a traditional fashi on, e.g. - by correcting their 
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mistakes in the copies, where most of the students did not understand, what the problem 

with the answer was. 

Most of the students here were comfortable with the traditiona l techniques and 

process of learning, where I had used some techniques of CL T, for instance- elicitation. I 

was not sure, whether it would be a good idea or not, but when I used this technique to 

write a paragraph called " My Best Friend", it reall y worked. Students seemed really 

interested and active and almost every student took part in the class and contributed at 

least one point about their best friend. After a brief session of sharing information with 

each other, I told them to write a paragraph, and they wrote that rea lly well. Though, 

there were problems in grammar and spelling, they were able to explai n whatever they 

wanted to say. In the other sections of class fi ve and six, I used the same technique and 

they wrote a paragraph about "My Mother" and "My Family". This time, when they 

wrote the paragraph, there were less mistakes and they were more specific about the ir 

ideas. 

3.5: 5th Week 

In the 5th week, I taught various grammatica l ru les, like- artic les, third person 

singular number, auxi liary verbs and the students of my class had practiced some 

exercises on those particular topics . As the focus of my paper is on the methods that are 

used in the class to teach the students, I had to closely observe, the teachi ng methods that 

were practiced in this school. As the class time was not sufficient for payi ng equal 

attention to everyone, I applied some techniques to teach them grammatica l items in one 
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class. For instance- when I taught them "article", first of all , I introd uced the topic by 

giving a few general information about the rules by defining the types of article (definite 

and indefinite articles). Then I checked their understanding by aski ng questions, for 

example- what article should come before the word ' umbrella ' or 'book' etc. Lastly, I 

gave them exercises and asked them to complete them in the class where I gave them lots 

of words and sentences and they were expected to use art icles there. In each class, I 

introduced one topic and at the end of the week, on Thursdays, I gave tests to check their 

understand ing about the topics covered in the classes. Basically, I used both CLT to teach 

the classes because, if I used L2 totally, they wou ld not be able to understand the lesson 

or the topic at all. So, I switch from LIto L2 time to time to make them understand the 

topic. I had to choose those topics first which are not understood by the students 

previously. 

In the 3,d and 4th week, I taught a few writing classes by using a few techniques of 

CL T where students had to write paragraphs about various topics. I used L I in the class, 

gave correct ive feedback and sometimes peer correction . Their wri tings were quite well , 

but they had some common problems regarding third person singular number, articles, 

prepositions, use of ' in, under, above, beside, in fro nt of' etc. So, I decided to cover these 

topics first rather than by following the academic syllabus where the teachers started 

teaching grammar by describing noun , pronoun, and adjective and so on. As I did not 

have enough time to cover every grammatical item, I started my lesson by teaching them 

third person singular number and I tried to follow CL T as much as possib le with a little 

use of Task-Base Learning. Before starti ng the new classes of these grammatical items, I 

asked my students about their preference, that is whether they want to start something 
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else or they are comfortable with my decisions, and they agreed to do what I wanted to 

teach them . In the first class on grammar, I started my class with third person singular 

numbers, where I discussed it briefly using both Ll and L2 in the class. Then, I wrote a 

few examples which I adapted from the book ''New Headway English Course Book" for 

the elementary level of learners . I adapted the examples from that book because my 

students won't understand what was "ballet dancer" or "sky driver" . Because, my 

students were from a different cultural background who were not familiar with such 

western terms and culture. They were mostly fro m the villages and had the least idea 

about such things. So, I gave them some exercises li ke, "Shu mi love/ loves to eat 

mangoes", "Zakir walk! walks in the street" etc, where the examples were rel ated to their 

personal backgrounds. I had to change the names of the characters as the students were 

not familiar with understand such foreign names. I gave them a pa ragraph, where I gave 

two options of verbs, and they had to choose the right one. So here, I tried to use on CL T 

and TBL as the tasks I had chosen for them fall under ' Problem-So lving' where they had 

to make a deci sion about the right answer. On Thursday in the following week, I gave a 

surpri se test to check how much they understood and remembered , and I gave them a fe w 

exercises of third person singular nu mber and two paragraphs called "My Best Friend" 

and "My Mother" which I covered in the 4 th week. I told them to write one of the 

paragraphs between these two. And, surprisingly, majority of the students did rea lly well ; 

they wrote the paragraph without making many errors and completed the exercises I gave 

them to do. Some students performed really well , where some of them, at least, 8 to 10 

students among 33 students got less then 10 out of 20. So, I gave another test and told 
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them to study and gave enough time. And in the second test, the result was quite good. 

Almost every student had done well , apart from a few slow learners. 

3.6 : 6th W eek 

In the 6th week, I introduced a few more gram matica l ru les and exercises, for 

instance, the use of am, is are, his, her and your and also the use of under, in fTont of, 

next to, beside, on etc. I appl ied the same rule to teach them these grammati ca l structures, 

both subject-verb-agreement and auxil iary verbs. In my class, I had to use L I along with 

L2; otherwise the students did not understand anything. But I used to translate my 

instructions, into LI from the target language. I tried to use some techniques fro m TPR 

here, as the use of ' under', ' in front of, ' bes ide ', ' on', ' in ' can be eas ily show through 

gestures. So, I used gestures and real ia to make them understand prepositions. Then, I 

asked them to come in fro nt of the benches, hide under the table, and sit bes ide X and so 

on. The total activity took a bit time to complete, but the students were very happy to do 

something li ke that. And after this activity, I gave them some homework, where they had 

to use such words to complete the sentences. 

In thi s week, I also gave them another test, where they had some fill in the gaps 

type questions and multiple choices and they had to answer them by the grammatical 

rules which I taught them in the last two weeks. The ir performance was quite satisfactory 

as most of the students had done reall y well as most of them got more than 10 out of 15 

on the test. After checking their copies, I gave them the corrective feedbacks and talked 
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about the most common errors they had made in the test copies which is one of the basic 

techn iques ofCL T, but someti mes I had to switch to GTM as well. 

Apart fo rm my regular class, [ observed a section of class one, where the teacher 

was teach ing article through CL T by using various authentic materia ls, for instance, 

pictures printed on various papers, flash cards, reco rded text and the most interest ing 

stuff was real fruits bought by him were used in the class to teach them article and 

vocabulary as well. The class was very interactive and communicat ive because the 

teacher was fo llowing the techniques of CL T. Teacher was using L I only when the 

students did not understand anything in the target language. And whenever a student 

spoke in L I in the class, the teacher stoped him/her and says, "English, please!" . Students 

were really trying to express themselves in the target language. The class was very 

interactive and students were rea ll y interested to li sten to their teacher. But the main 

problem was the pronunciation of the teacher and because of that; the learners were also 

acqu iring the wrong pronunciat ion. The pronunciation of the target language was very 

important feature in Direct Method and in CL T, where DM emphas izes on native-li ke 

pronunciation but CL T emphasizes on legible pron unciation. However, the followers of it 

never accepted the non-native pronunciation, where the CL T tolerate the moderate 

pronunciation, which may have some influence (phonological) especially of the LI of the 

speaker. As, Larsen-Freeman suggested that teachers should work on the pronunciation 

right from the beginn ing of language instructions, these teachers should be very carefu l 

about his/her own pronunciation and then teach the learners. For the pronunciation 

problem of the students and teachers, I can say that, if the teacher is a I iUle cautious about 

his/her pronunciation errors, he/she can easil y get rid of that gradually and he/she can 
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teach the students the same correct fo rm as we ll. All we need was exposure to the 

pronunciations of native speakers which we can learn fro m news, fi lms, and songs in the 

target language. 

3.7: 7th Week 

In the 7 th and 8th week, students had preparation classes for thei r final 

examinations. In the 7th week, I had to teach three different classes, and in most of those 

classes, I gave them lots of exercises and revisions on the topics that I had already 

covered . In class six, I introduced them to another new topic to write a paragraph, as it 

was not covered yet. The paragraph is about "My City" which they had to write fo r their 

fi nal examination. This time, I followed a di fferent technique, where students would 

come up with their own idea and can make new sentences. In thi s approach, students had 

to come up with their own ideas. There was no model paragraph, and they had to th ink 

more to write something, wh ich was known as process writing. According to Harmer, a 

process approach to writing, however, pays attention to the various stages that any piece 

of wri ting goes through. By spending time with learners on pre-writing phases, editing, 

re-dra ft ing and finally ' publ ishing' their work, a process approach aims to get the heart of 

the various skills that should be employed when writing,"(Harmer, 200 I, p. 257). 

In the fi rst class, I gave them a few words or vocabulary items related to the 

topic, such as- bu ildi ngs, roads, zoos, shopping mall s, cars, mosques, hospitals etc. And I 

asked them to make sentences with the words. In the first class, I covered such 
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vocabulary items and taught them how to use them in sentences. In the followin g class, I 

started the class by eliciting their ideas and checking understanding that how correctl y 

they can produce new sentences using such words. I picked students randomly and told 

them to write a sentence by using a word on the board. Students of my class seemed very 

enthusiastic and curious to provide their ideas or express their views in front of the class. 

This part of the class went really well , as all of the students were very communicative 

and they participated in the class well. After spending 15 to 20 min utes doing that, I gave 

them the task of writing the paragraph in the class . Students seemed very interested and 

happy to do so. While they were writing the paragraph , I was moni toring them and 

provided help only whenever they had asked for. Also, I prov ided them help with 

vocabulary items and grammatical rules where it was necessary. As a teacher, I prov ided 

feedback in that writing class for the students and I knew, I have to be very careful about 

giving correcti ve feedbacks to the students because, a teacher should not criticize 

students' works all the time, I tried to offer help where it was necessary I ike a prompter. 

In addition, I gave them feedback in such a way that learners would not feel offended at 

all. I personally checked the copies and corrected the errors and write comments after the 

class. Lastly, I told them to write the same paragraph again as home work. And in the 

next class, they gave me such task, and thi s time the paragraphs were mo re organized and 

had less error. And these techniques I fo llowed in the class was from CL T. 
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3.8 : 8th Week 

In the 8th week, I actually reviewed the entire topic that I had covered so far. In 

this week, I taught three classes of class six and I rev iewed each paragraph and 

grammatica l items fro m my previous classes. In the first two classes, I reviewed the 

grammatica l rules, for instance- article, use of 'am' , 'is' , 'are', 'was', ' were' and use of 

' under' , ' in' , 'on' , 'beside ' , etc. Students seemed very interested to review the old topics 

and they had given me a list of their problems they were facing while studying English at 

home. So, I checked them and sorted out the most common problems they were facing, 

e.g. using subject-verb agreement, prepositions etc. I actually reviewed every top ic I had 

covered so far. So, I hoped that, they will not face any di ffi cult ies in the final exam. 

In this week, I taught two classes in class five, where I had covered a lesson from 

their text book and helped them write down a paragraph from their syllabus. In this class, 

where students were not very much motivated (as I had some other classes with them), I 

found it difficult to teach. In the first class, I had to cover a lesson "A Visit to the Zoo" 

where the text had some difficu lt words and some question/answer activ ities. Firstly, I 

read the text aloud to help them recogni ze the sound and words for the correct 

pronunciation, which is a very important feature in both OM and CLT. Then, I explained 

the text in L I because without using that students could not understand the whole text. 

So, I had to follow one principle of GTM that is I just used L I to make them understand. 

After that, I picked students randomly and asked them to read the text. In thi s way, they 

finished their reading text. Next, I explained the task, wh ich was a question / answer 

based task, and told them to write down the answers . So, the students wrote down the 

answers and while writing that, they sometimes asked me for some he lps and I helped 
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them by providing them language and grammar. And the ro le of a teacher here is like a 

' prompter' who helped the learners whenever it is needed according to CLT. After 

finishing it, I told them to check each-others copy, which is known as "peer- checking" 

wh ich is a very common technique in CL T. Lastly, I wrote the answers on the board and 

told them to correct their fri end' s errors from the board. This techn ique was really helpful 

as they were more cautious while checking others copies. Finally, I checked them again 

by taking everyone's copy. For the paragraph writing, I used the method - elicitation, 

parti cipation, practice and feedback. In this technique, they write a paragraph about " My 

School" where first, I elicited ideas from them and wrote them on the board . After that, 

they wrote the paragraph in their copies and while writing, I monitor their work. Also, I 

provided them help whenever they asked for a sentence and grammars. And lastl y, I 

checked the copies by myself and gave corrective feedbacks. That class was qu ite well as 

everyone had participated as well as had done well. While teaching such topic in a class, I 

tried to follow the techniques of CL T and give corrective feedback according to thi s 

approach. 

3.9: 9'h Week 

In the ninth week, students had their final examinations and the adm inistrator of 

the school allowed me to take one week off from teaching. So, on the ninth week I had no 

class. 
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3.10: 10th Week 

In the loth week, I had to teach di fferent classes, and in most o f those classes, I gave 

them lots of exercises and revised on the prev ious topics that I had covered. Also, I was 

appointed to teach class seven instead of class six, though the students were from class 

six. Also, I taught class six, and started the new topic from the new book. In thi s class, I 

helped the students practice the target language, as the lesson was designed for practicing 

speaking skill s. In this lesson, all of the students had to introduce themselves in front of 

the class by using the target language. I used Audiolingual Method by using the chain 

drill as students repeated after me and also they tried various sentences. Also, there was 

some board-drawing as I drew some stick figures as a form of elicitation. I started the 

di scussion, and students talked about that matter, though there was some use of L I, but 

overa ll, the class went well as everyone participated. In my regular class, wh ich was a 

section of class seven, they seemed very happy as all of them had done quite well in their 

final exam. So in the fi rst class, they were all happy and enthusiastic. I taught the class by 

teaching them some new vocabulary items from their textbook. First, I wrote the new 

words on the board, and then I asked the meanings of those words. Some of the students 

were able to gi ve me the ri ght answers. After that, I wrote the meaning in the board and 

explained how to use such words in the sentences. Lastly, I asked them to write various 

sen tences by using new words. All of them participated in the class since I did not have 

enough time to check the ir task in the classroom, I took their copies with me and checked 

them right after the class . I gave them detailed feedbacks and wrote down the corrections 

of the errors. Surprisingly, most of them had done quite we ll as they tried to write new 
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sentences. But if I could give the feedback in the class, I think, it would be more effective 

for the students. I thi nk these problems occurred in most of the classes, especially in the 

classes where the students were not adult. It would be di ffi cult for the teachers to handle 

such problems if there was on ly one teacher in a class with a large number of students. 

And for that, I think that time management was very important for every teacher. Also, in 

th is class, I tried to use L2 as much as possible, and I did not allow my students to use 

their L I. 

In another section of class five, I taught a speaking class as their lesson for that 

day was based on speaking ski lls. So, in that class, they basically talked about their own 

interests about various films. Though in the class, students used a lot of L I to express 

the ir feelings but overa ll they used L2 while they talked to each-other in the class. 

Overall, the class was really satisfactory and very communicative, there was some use of 

LI. 

3.11 : l1'h Week 

In a section of class eight, I covered a lesson from the textbook, where at first, I 

read the story aloud , and then picked students randoml y and asked them to read the story 

and students seemed very interested carrying out. Then, I translated the reading text into 

the L I and after that; I gave them some fill in the blanks and question answer type task, 

and they had done that very we ll. I used a different technique for giving feedback thi s 

time as I told them to check each-others copies, like- peer-feedback. After fin ishing 

checking each-others copies, I wrote the common mistakes on the board. Lastly, I took 
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their copies for giving the final feedback. I wrote detailed comments on their copies and 

returned that afterthe class . Basicall y I tried to follow CL T but I had to use L I. So, it was 

a mixture of CL T and GTM for teaching in such a class . 

Some students in thi s class were reall y bright and enthusiastic in these classes 

which I had observed or taught; they were active and showed interest to learn more and 

more, where some students were not even able to read a sentence or a passage. But, in 

total , there are lots of pronunciation errors. For instance, in the primary section, some 

teachers used authentic materials and modern teaching techniques, but their 

pronunciations were not up to the mark and because of such weakness, students also learn 

wrong pronunciations. The slow learners were not motivated to study as they could not 

understand the L2 at a ll. And because of th is, they rema in silent or talk among 

themselves in the class. Though, the teachers were reall y helpful , learners need more 

motivations and equal attentions from the teachers. But the class time is not adequate for 

learn ing a foreign language and because of that, the learni ng remained faulty. For 

example, for every class, there are 45 to 50 min utes and during th is ti me, teacher could 

not manage to give feedback individually. Moreover, most of the teachers used Bangia in 

the class to teach. Us ing L I in the class is one of the main features of GTM and the 

teachers used this because, students do not understand the whole lecture in English. There 

is no emphasis on fo ur skills (reading, writing, speaking and listening). Because of the 

various backgrounds and schooling of the students, teachers can not use L2 in the class 

for lecturing or instructions at all. Most of them had to st ick to use L I which was a 

feature ofGTM. 
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3.12: 12'h Week 

In the last week, I taught a section of class of seven, where I taught them 

vocabulary items. In this class, I used the same method as I used in the class five 

previously. Here, I a lso had to teach them the vocabulary items where at first I wrote the 

words on the board and then I asked for the meanings ind ividually from the students by 

calling their names, some of them can complete such task perfectly, but some of them 

were not able to do that. So, I wrote the meanings of the words on the board in the ir L I 

and explain that, how we can use such wo rd in the conversation or writi ng pieces. Those 

words were from their text book, for instance- war, national, cross, guess, pen-friend, 

quiet etc. But I did not give them any sentence directly from thei r textbook as I know 

their tendency of copying. I mean, if I gave them some examples of such sentences, they 

will write them by changing the names or the subject but the theme will remain same. So, 

I j ust explain the things to them and wait for their own, new sentences. Surprisingly, 

some of the students of my class were remarkably bright and they had written very good 

and grammatically perfect sentences. Except a few students, who gave me the empty 

copies by saying that they can not do that alone without my help. Another quite 

interesting experience was that some of the students complained that two of their 

classmates copied the sentences from the guide book of their text book. I was surpri sed to 

I veri fied the compla ints and found in time. So, I gave them a zero and asked them to 

submit the same task as homework in the next class. Overall , all of the students 

participated in the activity and submitted their copies to me for checking. Because I did 
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not have enough time, I checked the copies after the class and returned that with 

corrections. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 

To conclude my report, I would like to say that methods and techn iques are the 

most important features of the language learni ng- teaching process o f any fo reign 

language or second language. A given method might work excellent in a particular 

context and might not work at all in another context. So, a teacher's job is to learn and 

know his/her students and find out the ways to incorporate the necessary techniques and 

procedures into one broad eclecti c approach, and this approach in question is more likely 

to change from class to class . Anyone method may not be appropriate for a class because 

none of the methods is context free; a method develops in a certain context to cater to the 

needs of the students taking the socio-cultural variables of the manner into account. It is 

the teacher's decision and hislher understanding about the students and their needs, which 

makes him/her use such methods and techniques. As a resu lt, a teacher actually can not 

follow anyone method; instead, s/he uses different techniques of various methods 

wherever it is needed. "Many teachers are convi nced that extrovert learners who interact 

without inh ibition in their second language find many opportunities to practice language 

skills will be the most successful learners," (Lightbown, 2000, p.49). So, " [ ... ] an 

excellent teacher [has the] sensitivity to individual students' needs, her understand ing of 

their L1 , and her ability to depart fro m the lesson plan and generate spontaneous 

interaction," (Bax, 2003, p.I). In a teaching-learning process, not only the teacher's 

teaching style but also the students characteri stics, attitudes towards the target language 

plays an important ro le to learn such language. Since the young learners' mi nd is quite 

unstable, for a teacher it is very important to grab their attentions and moti vate them. In 
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the book How Languages are Learned, Lightbown and Spada say that, "positive attitudes 

and motivation are related to success in second language learning," (L ightbown, 2000, 

p.S6), which is very tru e. It is because, without the moti vation, learners, especially young 

learners are very unl ikely to succeed in learning a second or foreign language. 

In our county, a school like UCEP, needs to follow some techniques to develop 

the profic iency level of the learners and should take good care of studnets' problems. 

Apart from such chall enges, teaching in a real classroom is a great experience for me to 

implement the theories and knowledge which I have learnt from the courses of ELT at 

my university. Overall , I enjoyed teaching those learners very much. 
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Chapter 5: Recommendations 

Based on my internship experience, I wou ld like to recom mend the following 

recommendations: 

I. Teachers of English language may give some extra time to the slow learners after 

class and make sure that they have understood the lesson properly. By slow 

learners, I mean, the learners who have prob lems understandi ng what is taught on 

the class or are not motivated at all. Though sometimes it actuall y refers to 

inte lligence of the learners, from my experience, I can comment that, most of the 

learners are not interested in learning the target language and they are forced to 

attend the classes. But, " intelligence may playa less important ro le in classrooms 

where the instruction focuses more on communication and interaction ," 

(Lightbown, 2000, p.53), like my classes. So, I actually spent some times after my 

class with one or two students (who are always qu iet and get poor marks in tests) 

and tried to give them an overview of that class. And I did it for the first few 

weeks of my internship and [ think, after some times, thei r performance in the 

class was quite sati sfactory, comparing with the past performances. 

2. In th is school, the facilities are not quite satisfactory fo r teachi ng-learn ing process 

of English as L2. Here, a teacher of L2 has to teach reading, writing and speaking 

skil ls without much logistic supports, li ke- authentic materia ls, CD players, 

modern electronics of showing visual materials etc. But for listening skil l, both 
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the teacher and the learner must have some facilities. For li stening sk ill , teachers 

have to use lots of outs ide text materials, like- songs, dialogues, monologues, 

video cl ips etc. They need lots of logistic support and technical advancement for 

thi s; like- CD player, Multimedia, Computer, Speakers etc. As listen ing is all 

about experiencing the language not only by heari ng the lecture or Teacher Ta lk, 

but also listening to many authentic materials regularly. As Jeremy Harmer said , 

"students can improve their listening ski lls- and gain valuable input through a 

combination of extensive and intensive li stening material and procedures," 

(Harmer, 200 I, p.228), in this school, students need to hear more texts in order to 

understand the target language. 

3. " Learners ' errors should be corrected as soon as they are made in order to prevent 

the fo rmation of bad habits,"(Lightbown, 2000, p.167). Corrective Feedback is 

very important in any language teaching, but in a 45 to 50 minute class it is not 

possible to do everything altogether. I mean, lecturi ng, acti vities and feedbacks 

need more time in an ESL class. So, teachers can fix meetings with students 

personally if poss ible after the class and give feedback. And if it is not possible, 

teacher can identify the problems and give the feedback to the class. But, 

"excess ive feed back on error can have a negative effect on motivation, of course, 

and teachers must be sensitive to the way their students react to correction," 

(Lightbown, 2000, p.167), so the teacher has to aware of this and try to give 

feedback in such a way by not offending the learner. 
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4. For slow learners, I think if the teachers can gIve some extra homework or 

activities and if the teachers make sure that, they are more involved in the class 

participation by asking them questions; it will he lp them to learn a second 

language. 

5. Sometimes, the top ic of the lesson may create a problem, if the learners are not 

clear about the background of that. As, "psycholi nguistic research into the 

comprehension of texts has demonstrated, among other th ings, that the presence 

or absence of backgro und information can dramatically affect the way we 

remember a piece of discourse," (Scovel, 2004, p.67). I personall y faced such 

problems, as in one class, I had to cover a topic related with journal writing and 

the students were not familiar with such th ing. So as a language teacher, one had 

to make sure that helher students know about the topic and if not, it is the 

responsibi lity of the teacher to provide the information fo r them. 

6. For the pronunciation problem of the students and teachers, I can say that, if the 

teacher is a li ttle bit cautious about hi s/her errors in pronouncing an alphabets or 

words, he/she can easily get rid of that grad uall y and he/she can teach the students 

the same correct form as well. Because, pronouncing the words correctly is not 

very hard at all. Both the teachers and the students need to practice a few 

activ ities and tasks to get rid of the pronunc iation errors . 
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7. Also, I have to switch to Bangia frequently in the class because when I talked in 

Engli sh, students can not understand that at all. Hence, once I gave instruct ion in 

English, later I had to translate it into Bangia. So, the use of L I in the classroom 

should be minimal , otherwise the students would not understand L2 completely 

and this process needs a lot of ti me. So, teachers need to strike a balance between 

the use of L I and L2 to ensure effective learning. 

8. The relationship between the teacher and student should be very friendl y and the 

teacher should a lways provide help to the students whenever it is needed. But in 

this school , especially in some classes, I observed that, the teachers are actually 

verball y and sometimes physically abusing the naughtiest students which is not 

acceptable in a language class. And because of that, fi rstly 1 was not welcomed by 

everyone in my class. The rel ationship between the teacher and the students must 

be developed as "the teacher-learner role relationship lies at the very heart of the 

classroom process. Learning a language is a social activity above all, and in a 

classroom setting, it is subject to a unique set of social conventions,"(Richards 

and Nunan, 1990, p.83). So, in order to teach them such second language, the 

teachers must grow a good understanding and bonding with his/her students to 

make the teaching-learning process more successfu l. 
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Therefore, for the problems with the slow learners, a teacher can pay some extra 

attention and give some extra homework and motivate him/her to im prove the profic iency 

level of the learner. Also, for the pronunciation problem, teachers can give some 

additional activities and tasks as well as li stening to some authentic material s (e.g . films , 

songs, new) will help to get rid of that. And the main problem in these classes are the use 

of L I, and to reduce the use of the L1 , teacher can decrease the amount of Bangia while 

teaching in the class encourage the students to talk more in the target language slowly. 

Finally, the relationship between the teacher and the student should be very fri endly and 

trustworthy and the teacher should provide full guidance to create a strong bonding with 

the learners. So, these are some solutions of these problems I have observed during my 

internship and while facing such problems, I have used such techn iques for the students 

of my class. 
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